1H,15N,13C-triple resonance NMR of very large systems at 900 MHz.
We provide quantitative signal to noise data and feasibility study at 900 MHz for 1H-15N-13C triple resonance backbone assignment pulse sequences obtained from a medium sized 2H, 13C, 15N labeled protein slowed down in glycerol-water solution to mimic relaxation and spectroscopic properties of a much larger protein system with macromolecular tumbling correlation time of 52 and 80 ns, respectively, at 296 and 283 K (corresponding to molecular weights of 130 and 250 kDa). Comparisons of several different schemes for transferring magnetization from proton to nitrogen and back to proton confirms Yang and Kay's 1999 prediction that avoiding the unfavorable relaxation properties of 1H-15N multiple quantum coherence in the TROSY phase cycle of the final 15N-1H transfer before acquisition is crucial for maximal sensitivity from these very large molecular weight systems. We also show results which confirm some predictions regarding the superiority of TROSY at 900 MHz vs. 800 MHz especially as the molecular weights become very large.